
Compliance testing 

• A short update • Objective compliance testing of your 
mapping is a helpful tool to develop 
mapping skills. 

• In the following pages is an update of 
the state of the current toolbox.



Legibility 
check – old 

friend?
The Test Legibility tool in 

the recent versions of 
OCAD



Current view is a useful option to limit the extent of the check



The red 
dots of 
infamy

Lots of problems highlighted in 
this small map snippet. Red dots 
and lines show gaps that are too 

small.
They also show non-problems 

that I will ignore, such as at the 
base of hand drawn 
embankment tags



The Legibility Halo
The legibility halo is a 
recent addition to OCAD. 
Turned on in the OCAD 
preferences menu 





The halo shows the 
acceptable gap around a 
point feature.



The halo does not help with line 
or area features



An option for Open 
Orienteering Mapper 
OOM developers have taken a different approach. 
They have developed a new symbol set with the 
halo built into symbols. 
The halo appears when the symbol is selected. 
Importantly, the halo appears for point, line and 
area symbols.
Go to
https://github.com/OpenOrienteering/mapper/issu
es/2032
and search for 
ISOM v4.2022_15000-2.zip
Extract the symbol set and use in OOM



Edge to edge 
minimum gaps
The OCAD tool only 
measures one gap distance.
The ISOM17 specification has 
five different mandated 
minimum gaps

• 0.05 Broken ground, rocky ground dots (specified centre to 
centre as .15)

• 0.15 Point features in general

• 0.2 Passage between two cliffs

• 0.25 Between impassable cliffs

• 0.3 Passages through buildings

• 0.4 Impassable line feature gaps

“Listing all symbol combinations is not practical, but the 
following strong recommendations should be combined with 
common sense.”



Trying to test all these gaps using the OCAD 
tool is impossible. There are thousands of 
combinations.
The CheckOMap tool was developed by
Jerker Boman to make all these tests.



CheckOMap CheckOMap is an email submission tool. 

It can be found using your search engine of 
choice. 

Instructions are in Swedish. 

Use google translate if you are a non-Swedish 
speaker. It works in a fashion. 

Be careful with the submission email header and 
submit in the correct OCAD format.

Availability of the service has been intermittent 
due to server issues. 

Use sparingly as an instructional process. Submit 
only a small area at a time. 

The first results will be dispiriting. You won’t be 
able to fix them all. You won’t need to fix them all 
though. A fully compliant map is probably 
impossible unless it is facile.

An experience of this test may well change the 
way you map.



Granite mapping 
document update



The original guide to 
granite mapping was 
written by Alex and Eric 
some time ago. Parts of 
it had been outdated by 
the introduction of 
ISOM17.
An updated version is 
now available on the OA 
web site.
There has been
significant restructuring.



The document has been 
supplemented by many 
pictorial examples. 
There are also
discussions on map 
conversion and a few of
the problems Australian
granite mappers see
with the new
specification.



Boulder, Boulder Field or Boulder cluster?



A boulder classification thought experiment


